DOG STORE ITEMS
No Pull Harness

Weiss Walkie

The No Pull Harness is a front-leash
attachment harness. It reduces pulling and
often enables a smoother, more enjoyable walk
for both dog and human.

The Weiss Walkie is designed to quickly,
comfortably, and humanely eliminate
pulling with no training needed for you or
your dog. It wraps around your dog’s
barrel and attaches to his or her buckle
collar.

All-natural cowhide is coated in Redbarn’s
secret bully gravy and then slow roasted to
lock in all that irresistible flavor. This
irresistible treat keeps your pup entertained
for hours and helps reduce boredom and
anxiety.

Snuffle Mat

Training Books

ThunderShirt

The snuffle mat stimulates pet’s foraging
instinct and satisfies pet’s sense. It puts
your dog’s nose and brain to work by
mimicking the hunt for food in nature.

Training books provide information for
transitioning a new dog into your home or
help correct an unwanted behavior.

ThunderShirt applies gentle, constant
pressure to calm all types of anxiety, fear,
and over-excitement issues. Great for
thunderstorms, fireworks, separation
anxiety, travel, vet visits, problem
barking, reactivity, and other stressful
situations.

Puzzle Toys

DAP

Training Treats

Dog Appeasing Pheromone is indicated to
help alleviate anxiety associated with
travel,
new
environments,
crate
confinement or kennels, and other
situations where your dog may feel
uncomfortable. Products include Adaptil
travel spray, Adaptil collar, and Adaptil
diffuser.

Training treats provide a quick reward to
keep your dog engaged to learn more.
They should be small, soft and smelly.

Puzzle toys exercise your dog’s mind and
reduce boredom. These dog games provide fun
physical & mental stimulation for your dog.
Simply insert your dog’s favorite dry food or
treats into the toy and let the fun begin.
Bob-a-lot, Tricky Treat ball, and Outward
Hound Puzzle toys are a few of the recommend
toys.

Bully Slices
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